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By Alan Dean Foster

Random House USA Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Trouble Magnet, Alan Dean
Foster, From science fiction icon Alan Dean Foster comes a blazing new Pip & Flinx adventure for
fans of the green-eyed redhead with awesome mental powers and his miniature flying dragon. In
this dazzling new novel, Flinx confirms his status as the galaxy's greatest magnet for big trouble.
Wandering out there in some remote region of the galaxy is a gargantuan sentient Tar-Aiym
weapons' system. All Flinx has to do-while his pals look after his injured love Clarity Held-is find the
hefty object and persuade it to knock out the monstrous evil that is hurtling through space to waste
the entire Commonwealth. A no-brainer, really, especially for Flinx, who is never without his loyal
entourage of official snoops, crazed zealots, assorted goons, and the occasional assassin. Indeed,
the boy wonder and his mini-drag, Pip, are eager to commence their heroic task . . . just as soon as
Flinx visits Visaria-a dangerously depraved planet-to convince himself that humans are indeed
worth saving. The chances of stumbling across high moral values and utopian ideals don't look
promising-what with Flinx playing a lawless Pied Piper to a gang...
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A very awesome ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I could possibly comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. I am happy to explain how
this is basically the best ebook i have got read inside my personal life and may be he very best book for ever.
-- Mr . Sa nta  Ra th-- Mr . Sa nta  Ra th

An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer  Fr itsch-- Spencer  Fr itsch
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